








































Previously surveyed (2010 Study} 

1. The Gallery Inn (now closed)

2. Bellevue Inn

3. Creel Restaurant (for sale)

4. Doctors

5. B Doull & Son

6. Peter Finnigan Architects (out with)

7. Hope Community School

8. Marengo Centre

9. Maynes Coaches

10. Murray Arms Hotel

11. lnkstone Gallery (now closed)

12. Pelagicus

13. Orkney Dive Scallops (not found)

14. Pentland Ferries Ltd

15. Pier Trust

16. Richmond Villa B&B

17. Robertson& Sons

18. St Margaret's Cottage B&B

19. South Ronaldsay Golf Club

20. Trading Post (general convenience)

21. Watson Press (not found)

22. West End House B&B

23. The Workshop & Loft Gallery 

Additional Uses 

A. Jim Fred's Cafe

B. Rik Hammond Artist

C. OrkneylT

D. St Margaret's Church

E. Fire Station

F. Coastguard

G. Ambulance

H. OIC Care Facility

Belkvue· Inn
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2.5 Public Consultation 

Open Event 

A public engagement event was designed to encourage 

the widest range of people to attend and to promote 

discussion. The event was promoted through a 

combination of direct email invitees, social media, 

press releases, local radio and posters in a varierty of 

locations. A total of 56 people attended the event 

representing Local Elected Members, Community 

Council, businesses, residents, Pier Trustees and 

more. The wide ranging discussions can be considered 

within the context of 7 main issues. 

1. Infrastructure: The uncertainty of accessing the

Hope

Access across the Churchill Barriers was consistently 

raised as a key concern. There was recognition from 

some that the actual time the barriers were closed did 

not amount to a large number of instances. The 

concern was largely focussed on the perceived 

uncertainty of completing a return journey to the Hope. 

This uncertainly was said to act as an influence of 

people choosing not to move to the Hope and perhaps 

influencing the private housebuilding market. 

2. Infrastructure: The need to address coastal

flooding permanently

Most people attending noted that the coastal flooding 

problem needed a permanent solution. There was 

some disagreement as the impact on the vitality of the 

settlement. 

3. Movement: Better management of coaches

linked to cruise ship visits

The summer tourist season was noted as creating a 

peak number of 6 coaches arriving in the Hope, mainly 

or entirely linked to berthed cruise ships. Although the 

coaches don't all arrive at once, it was noted in 

conversations that if one coach is double-parked in 

Cromarty Square then a second coach would simply 

stop behind on the road. Most people felt the current 

arrangements created safety concerns. Attendees from 

the South Ronaldsay Golf club noted that coaches 

sometimes parked in their car park. The Golf Club and 

Bowling Club are however legally obliged to maintain 

the car park. The Orkney Tourist Guides Association 

was noted as being a good contact to discuss future 

arrangements. A number of people suggested a long 

term solution was to reclaim land to the west of 

'Spence's Pier' in order to provide coach parking and 

address flooding. 

4. Movement: Bus services and bus stops

There is no formal bus stop I bus shelter in the Hope. 

This was acknowledged in the context of waiting in 

bad weather and also in the context of tourists wishing 

to depart the Hope without knowing where to wait. The 

lack of a Sunday service was highlighted by many but 

it was noted a trial service was due to start in the 

summer of 2015 that connects to Ferry services. The 

lack of a Sunday service was referenced by some 

business as a reason some people didn't apply for a 

job as they required a car. 

5. Land uses: Camping

A suggestion to have a campervan I caravan I 

camping site was mentioned by a few people in the 

context of wishing to keep more tourists within the 

Hope. Campervans were noted as stopping within the 

village to use the local stores to obtain fresh food and 

general goods. No location was proposed and no-one 

was aware of a land owner willing to progress the 

idea. 

6. Tourism: the Hope responding to visitors

A number of businesses in the Hope received notice of 

cruise ship affiliated coaches arriving and this is an 

informal arrangement at present. This promotes other 

places to visit when tourists arrive. Visitors arriving by 

coach from the cruise ships, at Cromarty Square, were 

noted as having restricted time in the Hope due to 

predetermined itineraries. Many people did not think 

this type of tourist would be able to spend more time in 

the Hope or visit more than a few locations I 

destinations. The variety of different opening times 

was noted. 

7. Buildings: the village has underused /vacant 

buildings

Discussions revealed the village has a number of 

locations that could host new uses. The Cromarty Hall 

was recognised as a community asset but one that is 

barely used in relation to its full potential. The 

Marengo Centre, Hope Community Primary School 

and St Margaret's Hope Care Facility were noted as 

providers of space. The former schools building was 

highlighed as having potential for new use. 
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Additional Fact Finding 

A number of site visits to the Hope enabled a better 

understanding of some of the issues raised and 

supported discussion on ways forward in the 

consultation events. 

Visitors were observed around Spence's Pier and 

when asked if they were enjoying the waterfront the 

answer was 'yes' but quickly moved away from the 

area. 

The matter of coach parking was raised in previous 

consultations so it was useful to view what occurs in 

real time. Coaches were observed to double park on 

Cromarty Square with passengers disembarking to 

gather near the 'propeller' and take pictures of the 

waterfront. 

Many seemed unclear what to do next but did make 

their way along Front Road to the Workshop. After 

leaving this business, most returned to the coach with 

some walking past 'Jim Fred's Cafe'. 

A visit to the cafe and a conversation with the staff 

revealed that no-one from the coach parties stopped 

for a drink or something to eat. 
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Figure 23: Compari�i of 2004 and 2014 Settlement
-� ndaries 
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Review the Settlement Boundary 

2004- 2014 Changes 

The Orkney Local Development Plan (2014) has 
almost doubled the size of the Hope although most of 
this is accounted for by the Open Space allocation of 
South Ronaldsay Golf Course. The Pier and its 
access road are now connected to the settlement in 
policy terms. The boundary also pushes eastwards 
beyond Marengo Road to accommodate planned 
housing growth. 
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3.4 Aim: Keep what is currently special, 

special. 

Objective: a permanent solution to the prevention 

of coastal flooding should take the historic 

character of the Hope waterfront into account and 

considered the economic potential of adjacent 

buildings 

How: A future study of potential flood defences should, 

where possible, include reference to the opportunities 

to create walking routes, bring waterfront buildings 

back to I secure their economic use , maximising the 

potential of waterfront spaces (Front Road car parking) 

and considering the potential for reclaiming land close 

to Spence's Pier for community space I coach parking. 

Objective: Review the built heritage character to 

understand what should be protected in policy 

terms and what opportunities the Conservation 

Area status confers. 

How: Conduct a Conservation Area Appraisal to assess 

whether the current boundary is fit for purpose and 

discuss the potential for CARS I THI with Historic 

Scotland. 

Objective: Communicate the beauty and potential 

of the Hope to the world. 

How: Consider the creation of a settlement website and 

the use of social media to host photographs that 

highlight the beauty of the waterfront and historic 

character, its facilities and opportunities, for residents 

and visitors. 

Image showing 

listed buildings on 

Front Road- is a 

Conservation Area 

required? 

Image showing waterfront building - what could this become? 
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